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John Amos Comenius(Jan Amos Komensky) is widely regarded as the father of modern education. He was a 

Czech pedagogue and theologian who went into exile following the counter-reformation which delivered its 

decisive blow to Czech Christianity in 1620, driving all protestants out of the Czech lands. Many of his works 

were thereafter burned. He never again was able to return to his beloved homeland, but after leading a group 

of protestant refugees over the mountains into Poland, he travelled around Europe, casting his vision for 

universal education. As Poland was Catholicized they also burned his works. Comenius would never stop 

fighting for and believing in the eventual liberation of the Czech people. His dreams would not come to fruition 

until 1918, and then for only 2 decades.  

Today, Comenius’ Labyrinth of the World and Paradise of the 

Heart, remains the perennial best-selling book in the Czech 

Republic, with each new addition selling out rapidly upon 

publication. It is a poetic 2-part satirical allegory much in the vein of 

John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress. In this work, he portrays the 

world as a city that is constructed as a grand labyrinth, with multiple 

gates and 6 distinct sections representing the 6 classes of people, 

with great castles of fortune and wisdom at their center. The pilgrim is met by guides who mislead him and 

draw him away from life’s true purpose. In part two, the pilgrim is saved by a transforming encounter with 

Christ, who reveals through His Word and the Holy Spirit the glory of God and the pilgrim’s purpose in life. 

 



I can only presume that Czech architects draw significant inspiration from Comenius’ grand labyrinth when 

designing their hospitals, or most any public buildings come to think of it.  As if they imagine that each attempt 

at navigating the most mundane activities of daily life should be infused with layers of confusion and 

uncertainty, which will surely imbue some deeper virtues into the brave souls who successfully overcome 

them. 

As preparation for my scheduled Pulmonologist appointment, I was 

instructed to obtain my chest X-rays on a CD from the Motol 

hospital where I was hospitalized.  I called the hospital and 

requested that a CD be made and was told that it would be ready in 

a few days. The afternoon before my appointment, I drove to the 

hospital(through police checkpoints, ‘affidavit of purpose’ displayed 

prominently on the dashboard). Not having even a notion of where I 

might retrieve my CD, I stopped in at the foreigners’ department and inquired where I might find it. After 

several minutes of muddled banter among colleagues, they came to consensus that my best bet would be to 

check with the imaging department, but since it was after 3pm they would already be closed. Whereas I’d 

already driven across town, I wasn’t too keen on giving up easily and asked for directions to the imaging 

department so I could at least give it a try. I was given a tired look and a simple reply, “It’s on the first floor, 

down that way.” The tired look was not in response to my effort to go after hours, but rather my request for 

directions. For you see, giving directions in the Motol hospital is like giving directions, well, to a person in a 

labyrinth. Even if you could somehow visualize it, the likelihood of someone comprehending and following 

your direction would be null.   

The Motol Hospital sees around 20,000 people passing through its 

tangle of hallways each day. In the last several years, management 

finally noticed that there were literally thousands of people every 

day roaming lost through the hallways, trying to find their ways 

through the maze. In response, you are now encouraged to 

download an app on your smartphone before your visit. The app 

will give you google streetview-style navigation through the hospital 

so that you can wander and get lost virtually, rather than clogging 

the hallways with your floundering human body.  While I was in hospital I would be taken frequently to have 

chest X-rays.  Even the orderlies wheeling my bed to and from my room would stop several times to ask for 

directions from passing nurses and doctors as they carted me through the webbed network of half-floors and 

incomplete or ambiguous signage. How a hospital can be designed in such a way that even the employees 
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cannot readily find their way is a mystery to me, if not an admirable achievement. They must be the most 

virtuous of all of us. 

I did eventually find my way to the imaging department, which was 

indeed “closed for the night” at 3pm.  I caught a nurse passing by 

and asked what time I could pick up my CD and was told I needed 

to come between 8am and noon.  I returned the next morning and 

went directly to the imaging department where I took a number and 

waited my turn to speak with the woman behind the glassed-in 

reception area.   

“I’d like to pick up a CD of my X-rays.” I state after the obligatory greetings.   

“Did you order an X-ray?” She inquires.  

“Yes, I called and ordered it last week.”   

She replies, “That’s impossible, we don’t take orders over the phone.”  

Not sure what to make of that response, I justify my answer, “Well, I called and talked to someone and they 

said it would be ready on Wednesday. They didn’t tell me that they wouldn’t take my order on the phone.”   

Seeming a bit annoyed she informs me, “Orders for CDs are only accepted between 1pm and 3pm, with a 

written order from the billing department.”  

“So, I need to get an order from the billing department and bring it to you between 1pm and 3pm, and then I 

can pick it up the next day between 8am and noon?” 

“Yes, that’s correct, it’s usually ready the following day.” 

Nevertheless, my appointment with the pulmonologist is in just over an hour, so I press further, “Are you sure 

my CD isn’t here? The person I spoke with on the phone did say it would be ready for me.”  

She arises from her swivel chair exasperatedly and takes a look on a countertop at the back of the cubicle. 

Picking up a sleeved disc she inquires, “You’re Steven Wendel?” 

“Yes, that’s me.” 

 



“I’ve never seen anything like this. Where did this come from?” She somewhat rhetorically asks another 

receptionist on the other side of the cubicle, who understands the nuance and ignores her.   

With an expression of withered surprise, she breaks a wry grin, “Well, it must be your lucky day.” She hands 

me the CD. The words are never spoken aloud, but I can hear them in her eyes and the twist of the corner of 

her mouth, “Well-played foreigner. Your virtue has been proven. I’ll see you next time.” 

What does it say about a people and nation, who identify as the 

most agnostic in the known world, yet their perennial best-selling 

book is a Christian allegory of the struggle for Truth and a 

redeeming encounter with the Holy Spirit? Generations of 

disillusionment and deception that were initiated centuries before 

any wall, and have continued long after it mark this people. Yet 

behind a hardened and resilient exterior is a bleeding, beating 

heart.  Not everyone can see it. But if you navigate the labyrinth and prove yourself worthy of drawing near, 

you might be met with the wry smile of acceptance. You might see a unique beauty unlike anything else in 

this world. You might see a spark of hope very much alive and ready to be fanned to flame. 

Joking aside, it has been an oft exasperating and exhausting season of post-COVID follow-up care.  This is 

not an experience we want to repeat again for any member of our family or team. It’s been an long year with 

the lockdowns and isolation besides. Despite being in strict lockdown with no visiting or shops opening since 

October, Czech Republic still has the highest COVID death rate in the entire world per capita. Vaccination 

has been slow to roll out with most of the highly vulnerable still awaiting a second dose, now several months 

overdue.  In view of which, we’ve been encouraged by our sending organization to take an ‘exhale’ this 

Summer, and return to the U.S. to get some follow-up medical care and take a respite from this extreme form 

of extended isolation, while we also get Erica settled at University. We’ve agreed that it would be a worthy 

investment of time and resources to make space to intentionally renew and refresh both our bodies and 

spirits, for the sake of the gospel ministry if not our own well-being.   

We’re so thankful for your ongoing prayers and encouragement. It has been a tremendous blessing to us, if 

not our sustenance.  We would appreciate continued prayers for energy to finish out a grueling march to the 

finish line of the school year, as we look forward to a time of focused renewal. 
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 Several have asked how they might be of special assistance to us through this time. In addition to your 

prayers and as our family in Christ may feel led, we would be very grateful for any contributions to assist in 

offsetting this cost of travel and stay in the U.S.   

https://www.abwe.org/work/missionaries-and-projects?l=w&s=wendel 
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